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ABSTRACT In this study, the negative DIBL (N-DIBL), negative differential resistance (NDR), and Miller

effect of a negative capacitance nanowire filed-effect-transistor (negative capacitance (NC) NWFET) were

analyzed by employing the custom-built SPICE model. In the simulation, the minimum subthreshold

swing (SS) reduced to 40 mV/decade with negligible hysteresis, and the on-current amplified by approx-

imately three times. The N-DIBL effect was analyzed by building a model, and the results indicated that

the N-DIBL is negatively correlated with the SS. Hence, it is indispensable to make trade-offs between

the N-DIBL and SS in NC NWFET applications. Moreover, the Miller effect of a NCFET-based inverter

was investigated for the first time. The Miller effect of the NC NWFET-based inverter was considerably

improved owing to a high on-current and negative internal gate voltage (when external gate voltage is

set to 0V), which is beneficial for high-speed circuit building based on NC NWFETs. The overshoot of

the NC NWFET-based inverter is ∼43.1% less than that of the NWFET-based inverter, and the propaga-

tion delay of the NC NWFET-based inverter is ∼73.1% less than that of the NWFET-based inverter at

ferroelectric thickness TFE = 3nm.

INDEX TERMS Negative capacitance, nanowire FETs, SPICE model, negative DIBL, miller effect.

I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, to develop advanced CMOS technology in

the sub-3-nm node range, negative capacitance field-

effect-transistors (NCFETs) have attracted more attention

owing to their exceptional performance and excellent pro-

cess compatibility with existing CMOS technology [1]–[5].

Actually, nanowire field-effect-transistors with negative

capacitance (NC) (NC NWFETs) have been considered the

most promising candidates for sub-3-nm node [6]–[7]. Due

to the enormous complexity of NC NWFETs, it is quite

important to investigate the unconventional effects of NC

NWFETs. In this study, the negative DIBL (N-DIBL) and

negative differential resistance (NDR) of NC NWFETs were

analyzed with a custom-built SPICE model. The undoubted

negative correlation between N-DIBL and subthreshold

swing (SS) makes a trade-off between N-DIBL and SS

necessary.

Moreover, owing to the input-to-output coupling capac-

itance, the CMOS gate output voltage will be beyond

the supply voltage range at the transition edge, which is

called overshoot/undershoot. That is known as the Miller

effect. For the CMOS gate using conventional long chan-

nel transistors, the miller effect is seldom of importance

in digital circuits and is only of major importance in

analog circuits. However, with the scaling of CMOS tech-

nology into deep sub-micrometer features sizes, the miller

effect becomes significant and thus begin to be consid-

ered in CMOS gate analysis. In fact, with the scaling of

the transistor, the influence of the Miller effect in high-

speed circuits becomes non-negligible, which leads to circuit
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FIGURE 1. (a) NC NWFET device structure, (b) NC NWFET device equivalent
circuit diagram, and (c) Self-consistent simulation SPICE model for NC
NWFET device. Underlying NWFET modeled with industry standard
BSIM-CMG model. LK model governing ferroelectric voltage to be
a dependent on charge while NWFET charge depends on voltage. This
system is self-consistently solved in the model.

FIGURE 2. (a) Our underlying NWFET model validation: agreement
between TCAD simulation and BSIM-CMG model, (b) Measured
polarization vs. voltage for Hf0.6Zr0.4O2 films (Experiemntal) and the
fitting results (LK Model).

performance degradation [8]–[10] because it suffers from

an increasing significant propagation delay [11] and high-

κ layer leakage [12]. In this study, the Miller effect of

a NCFET-based inverter was investigated for the first time,

and we found that the Miller effect of the NC NWFET-

based inverter was considerably improved owing to the high

on-current and negative internal gate voltage (Vint) (when

external gate voltage is set to 0V).

In this work, a transient simulation was performed to

analyze the hysteretic behavior of NC NWFETs for device-

level analysis, and a simple model was built to investigate

the N-DIBL effect. A transient inverter simulation was per-

formed to analyze the Miller effect of NC NWFET-based

and the underlying NWFET-based inverters.

II. SPICE MODEL AND SIMULATION METHOD

A schematic of the NC NWFET device structure and equiv-

alent circuit diagram of the NC NWFET are presented in

Fig. 1 (a)–(b). In our SPICE model, fringe capacitance was

taken into account as shown in Fig. 1 (b). We obtained

FIGURE 3. The characteristics of a NC NWFET: (a) Ids − Vgs characteristics
of NC NWFETs for different TFE, (b) Vint characteristics of NC NWFETs for
different TFE, (c) Ids − Vgs characteristics of NC NWFETs for different Pr,
and (d) NDR effect at TFE = 6 nm.

a parasitic capacitance between internal gate and source elec-

trodes (and similarly gate and drain electrodes) in underlying

NWFET to be ∼0.02fF from TCAD simulation. The NC

and underlying NWFET are in series (Fig. 1 (b)). Thus, the

charge balance between the ferroelectric capacitance (CFE)

and gate capacitance of the underlying NWFET (CMOS) was

applied in the simulation, and the amount of charge on CMOS

was equal to that on the CFE. Figure 1 (c) presents self-

consistent simulation SPICE model for NC NWFET device,

and this modeling approach has been used in the previous

work [13].

The schematic of self-consistent compact model is shown

in Fig. 1 (c). It shows that the Landau-Khalatnikov (LK)

model is self-consistently solved with the three-dimensional

device electrostatics using the industry standard NWFET

compact model BSIM-CMG. First, we extract the param-

eters for underlying NWFET and an excellent agreement

between TCAD simulation and BSIM-CMG model can be

seen from Fig. 2 (a). Next, we extract the ferroelectric

parameters. The ferroelectric parameters, which were used

in the LK model, were extracted from our experimental

Hf0.6Zr0.4O2 data as shown in Fig. 2 (b). The values of

α, β, γ , and ρ have been presented in the Fig. 2(b). Based

on Landau-Ginzburg-Devonshire phenomenological theory,

if ferroelectric material undergoes a second order phase

transition, then α < 0, β > 0 and γ = 0 in Landau equa-

tion. Moreover, the value of ρ was estimated as mentioned

in [14]–[16].

BSIM-CMG is a compact model for the class of com-

mon multi-gate FETs [17]. Physical surface-potential-based

formulations are derived for both intrinsic and extrinsic

models with finite body doping. The surface potentials

at the source and drain ends are solved analytically with

poly-depletion and quantum mechanical effects. BSIM-CMG

include physical effects of real device, such as Quantum

Mechanical Effects (QME), Short-channel Effects (SCE),
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threshold voltage roll-off, DIBL, SS degradation, Channel

length modulation and so on. These physical effects of real

device are of a great significance to short channel device

which is applied for sub-3nm node. An accurate underlying

NWFET model is very important to develop a model for NC

NWFETs because the LK equation depends on the charge of

the underlying NWFET. The charge of underlying NWFET

is affected by QME and SCE, and LK equation depends on

the charge of underlying NWFET. Hence, in aggressively

scaled devices of 3nm node and beyond QME and SCE are

important to NC effect (N-DIBL, NDR, sub-SS).

The parameters for the BSIM-CMG model were calibrated

from TCAD-simulated underlying NWFETs in the sub-3-nm

node range. In TCAD simulation, based on IRDS 2017 [18],

the physical gate length and channel diameter of underlying

NWFETs were set to 12nm and 6nm respectively at sub-3nm

node. The gate oxide thickness (IL) of underlying NWFET

is 0.8nm. The doped silicon (As/1e20cm−3 for nNWFET

and B/1e20cm−3 for pNWFET) was used as source/drain.

The source and drain doping slopes were generated by rapid

thermal annealing (RTA) at 1100◦C. The undoped silicon

was used as channel material. Moreover, the lumped series

resistance is set to 4000� to model source/drain contact and

source/drain epi-diffused resistance.

In TCAD simulation, the quantum confinement and the

ballistic transport was addressed on a physical level by imple-

menting 2D Schrodinger-Poisson solver, combined with the

conventional drift-diffusion equation solver for low-field

region and phase-space subband Boltzmann transport equa-

tion solver for saturation region respectively. k·p based

multi-subbands electronic structures are calculated for elec-

trostatics. As compared to conventional TCAD framework,

the physical level modeling has advantages that it cap-

tures the subband variations under strong confinement and

considers multiple carrier scattering mechanisms, phonon

scattering, and surface roughness scattering directly, rather

than empirical mobility models. Overall verification of

above physics-based models was shown in our previous

work [19]–[20] by comparing with the measurement data of

the in-house 5nm node SOI nanowire [21]. Furthermore, this

validated TCAD framework can well reproduce the published

data of the state-of-the-art 7-nm node FinFET [22] and fairly

guarantee the accuracy of our SPICE model.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The electrical characteristics of the NC NWFETs with differ-

ent ferroelectric thicknesses (TFE) (TFE = 0 nm represents

for underlying NWFET) are presented in Fig. 3 (a). Clearly,

as TFE increases, the switching characteristics become

steeper owing to the greater voltage amplification in Vint

provided by NC. However, the NC NWFET is unstable when

TFE is larger than a certain critical thickness. To understand

the hysteresis characteristics of Ids−Vgs, the total gate capac-

itance (Ctotal) of the NC NWFET was analyzed using the

FIGURE 4. (a) The N-DIBL effect of NC NWFETs at TFE = 3nm and 6nm,
(b) the N-DIBL is negatively correlated with the SS for NC NWFETs.

following equation:

Ctotal =
|CFE|∗CMOS

|CFE|−CMOS
(1)

Here, CFE is the ferroelectric capacitance, and CMOS is the

gate capacitance of the underlying NWFET. In this study,

when TFE = 6 nm, the |CFE| was larger than CMOS. Thus,

Ctotal was positive, and the NC NWFET was stable. However,

when TFE > 6 nm, the |CFE| was less than CMOS. Therefore,

Ctotal was negative, and the NC NWFET was unstable, result-

ing in hysteresis in the transfer curve. The Vint characteristics

of the NC NWFET for different ferroelectric thickness are

presented in Fig. 3 (b). Vint increased with the increasing

of TFE thank to greater voltage amplification. Fig. 3 (c)

shows Ids − Vgs characteristics of NC NWFET with differ-

ent remanent polarization (Pr). NC effects increased with the

decreasing of Pr owing to decreased |CFE|.

Moreover, some unconventional effects arise in the NC

NWFET electrical properties owing to the existence of

NC. An unconventional effect is the NDR effect, as presented

in Fig. 3 (d). The NDR effect in the NC NWFET originated

from the coupling of the drain voltage to the Vint via the

gate to drain capacitance, leading to the current loss of the

transistor [14], [23].

Another unconventional effect is the N-DIBL effect.

Fig. 4 (a) presents the N-DIBL effect, which is opposite from

the DIBL effect in a conventional transistor. The threshold

voltage (Vt) of the NC NWFET increases with an increased

drain voltage (Vds). Evidently, the Vds has a similar effect

on the channel potential as the gate voltage (Vgs) owing to

the existence of coupling capacitance from the drain to the

channel. Thus, Vgs and Vds combined determine the channel

potential barrier height. This understanding gives us a simple

model for the N-DIBL effect:

Vt = Vt−long − δVds
Cd

(|CFE|Cox)/(|CFE| − Cox)
(2)

where Vt−long is the threshold voltage of a long-channel

transistor, when the coupling capacitance from the drain

to the channel equals 0. δ is proportionality factor.

(|CFE|Cox)/(|CFE| − Cox) is the gate dielectric capacitance

of a NC NWFET, which includes ferroelectric capacitance

CFE and internal gate dielectric capacitance Cox. It is worth

nothing that the (|CFE|Cox)/(|CFE|−Cox) is not Ctotal, because
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FIGURE 5. The effects of internal gate traps on NC NWFET characteristics.

FIGURE 6. (a) Ids − Vgs characteristics of a NC NWFET for different TFE at
same off-current and (b) voltage amplification characteristics of the NC
NWFET for different TFE (for NC n-NWFET).

the former does not contain channel silicon capacitance.

The (|CFE|Cox)/(|CFE| − Cox) of the NC NWFET must

be a negative value for the NC effect. Thus, the second

item in Equation (2) becomes a positive value, and the

N-DIBL effect is observed. Physically, the N-DIBL effect

originated from an increase in the channel potential bar-

rier owing to the drain voltage distribution effect between

coupling capacitance Cd and gate dielectric capacitance

(|CFE|Cox)/(|CFE| − Cox). Of note, the N-DIBL decreases

with a decrease in TFE, as presented in Fig. 4 (a) owing

to the increase in |(|CFE|Cox)/(|CFE| − Cox)|; however, the

SS of NC NWFETs increases with a decrease in TFE, as

presented in Fig. 3 (a). Thus, the N-DIBL and SS have

a negative correlation as shown in Fig. 4 (b). Therefore,

trade-offs between SS and N-DIBL are indispensable for

the application of NCFETs.

Moreover, it is likely that charges will be trapped in the

internal gate of NC NWFET. In our SPICE model, a para-

sitic capacitance (CT), which can accept and release channel

FIGURE 7. (a) Circuit schematic of a NC NWFET-based inverter chain, and
the Inverter 2 is used for analysis to use a real input signal, (b) transient
responses of the NC NWFET-based inverter (TFE = 3nm) and underlying
NWFET-based inverter (TFE = 0nm) at Fan-Out = 1.

charge, was introduced to simulate internal gate trap effect.

The SS and Ion degraded with increase in trap charges

because of well known effects of charge trapping such as

drift in threshold voltage as shown in Fig. 5”.

Moreover, compared with the underlying NWFET, the Vt

of the NC NWFET increases with an increase in TFE at

the same metal gate work function (WF), as presented in

Fig. 3 (a). Thus, it is necessary to adjust Vt to a suit-

able value in practical applications by adjusting the WF.

Figure 6 (a) presents the Ids −Vgs characteristics of the NC

NWFET for different TFE at same off-current. Finally, WF =

4.37/4.22/4.0 eV and WF = 4.81/4.96/5.17 eV were selected

for the NC n-NWFET and NC p-NWFET, respectively, for

NC NWFET-based inverter building. For NC n-NWFET and

NC p-NWFET, TiAlC and TiN can be used to adjust the
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FIGURE 8. (a) The influence of TFE on miller effect at Fan-Out = 1, (b) the
influence of Fan-Out on miller effect at TFE = 0nm and 3nm, (c) the
influence of input slew rate on miller effect at TFE = 3nm and Fan-Out = 1.

WFs, respectively. Figure 6 (b) presents the voltage ampli-

fication in a NC NWFET for different TFE (for a NC

n-NWFET). When the Vgs is equal to 0 V, the Vint is equal

to −0.37 V. Thus, the Vint will accelerate the discharge of

the Miller capacitance of the underlying NWFET to improve

the Miller effect, which is similar to negative gate voltage

drive technology.

To analyze the Miller effect of NC NWFETs, the transient

responses of NC NWFET-based and underlying NWFET-

based inverters were examined. Figure 7 (a) presents a circuit

schematic of a NC NWFET-based inverter chain. It is worth

nothing that the Inverter 2 is used for analysis to use a real

input signal.

Figure 7 (b) shows that both NC NWFET-based inverter

(TFE = 3nm) and NWFET-based inverter (TFE=0nm) suffer

from overshoot/undershoot of the output signal. Of note,

based on previous works [14], [24], NCFET has greater

advantage at small supply voltage, so, supply voltage is set to

0.4V. The overshoots of the NC NWFET-based and NWFET-

based inverters are 89.53 and 50.98 mV, respectively. The

overshoot of the NC NWFET-based inverter is ∼43.1% less

than that of the NWFET-based inverter. Moreover, the prop-

agation delay of the NC NWFET-based inverter is ∼73.1%

less than that of the NWFET-based inverter. Of note, the

improved propagation delay will increase the maximum

working frequency (fmax) of the inverter. In this study, the

fmax of the inverter increased ∼2X due to the improved

Miller effect by using NC. The Miller effect of the NC

NWFET-based inverter was considerably improved owing to

the high on-current and nonzero Vint. The larger on-current

can accelerate the charging of miller capacitance CM and

load capacitance CL to improve the Miller effect. The nega-

tive Vint can accelerate the discharge of CM to improve the

Miller effect.

Figure 8 (a) presents the influence of TFE on miller

effect at Fan-Out=1. The overshoot value of NC NWFET-

based inverter decreases with the increasing of TFE owing

to increased NC effect. However, the delay value of inverter

increased at TFE = 6nm owing to increased ferroelectric

resistance RFE (RFE = ρTFE/AFE). Figure 8 (b) presents

the influence of Fan-Out on miller effect at TFE = 0nm

and 3nm. The overshoot value of inverter decreases with the

increasing of Fan-out owing to increased load capacitance.

However, increased load capacitance results in increasing of

delay. Figure 8 (c) presents the influence of input slew rate

on miller effect at TFE=3nm and Fan-Out = 1. The over-

shoot decreases and delay increases for increase in input rise

time Tr.

IV. CONCLUSION

This paper presents a comprehensive analysis of ultra-small

NC NWFETs at sub-3nm node. In this letter, the N-DIBL,

NDR, and Miller effect of a NC NWFET were analyzed

by employing the custom-built SPICE model. The anal-

ysis indicated that the N-DIBL and SS have a negative

correlation; thus, trade-offs between N-DIBL and SS were

proposed. The Miller effect of the NCFET-based inverter

was investigated for the first time. Our analysis revealed

that the Miller effect of the NC NWFETs-based inverter

was considerably improved owing to the high on-current and

negative internal gate voltage, which is beneficial for high-

speed circuit building based on NC NWFETs. The overshoot

of the NC NWFET-based inverter is ∼43.1% less than that

of the NWFET-based inverter, and the propagation delay of

the NC NWFET-based inverter is ∼73.1% less than that

of the NWFET-based inverter at TFE = 3nm.
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